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Abstract - This paper is about an e¢cient implementation
of adaptive …ltering for echo cancelers. First, a realization of
an improved Proportionate Normalized Least Mean Squares
(PNLMS+ +) adaptive …lter using block structure is presented.
Then, an e¢cient implementation of the block …ltering process
is proposed using Number Theoretic Transforms (NTT) which
can signi…cantly reduce the computation complexity of …lter
implantation on Digital Signal Processor (DSP).

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of echo cancellation is recurrent for all modern
communication systems. The general solutions for reducing the
additive echo noise are based on digital …ltering process. Se-
veral types of adaptive algorithms exist, which give an e¢cient
answer to these audio degradations [1].

To improve a conversation quality, the most popular echo
canceler uses a Least Mean Square (LMS) adaptive …lter. Ho-
wever, as the recent advances in telecommunication technology
increase the voice delay and the echo cancellation problem, the
development of more robust and fast converging Echo Cancelers
(EC) remains an important issue. Hence, an improved adaptive
algorithm, based on the standard Normalized-LMS (NLMS) and
the original Proportionate-NLMS (PNLMS), has been proposed
[2] . In order to gain computational advantage, a realization
of this recent Proportionate Normalized Least Mean Squares
(PNLMS+ +) adaptive …lter, with a blockwise processing [3] , is
introduced.

To design an e¢cient adaptive …ltering into processor DSP
in …xed-point arithmetic, we propose to realize the implemen-
tation of the previous Block-PNLMS+ + (BPNLMS+ +) algorithm
with Number Theoretic Transforms (NTT), developed for fast
error-free computation of …nite digital convolutions[4][5]. These
transforms present the following advantages compared to Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) [6]:
² They require few or no multiplications
² They suppress the use of ‡oating point complex number
and allow error-free computation
² All calculations are executed on a …nite ring of integers,
which is interesting for implementation into DSP

Hence, the use of Number Theoretic Transform will reduce
the delay features by minimizing the computational comple-
xity. The special case of Fermat Number Transforms (FNT),
with arithmetic carried out modulo Fermat numbers, is parti-
cularly appropriate for digital computation. Its application to
di¤erent functions, as …ltering or correlation process, can pro-
vide real bene…ts for low computational complexity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II,
we will introduce the general diagram of echo cancellation by a
…ltering process and the formulation of the PNLMS+ + adaptive
algorithm. In a third part, a block processing of the previous
procedure is given. Section IV presents the concept of Number
Theoretic Transform and details, more particularly, the Fermat
Number Transform, which will be implemented to the adaptive
digital …lter. In the …nal part, numerical results of the e¢cient
adaptive …lter realization using fast transforms are given.

II. ECHO CANCELLATION ADAPTIVE FILTER

In standard Echo cancelers (EC), the Finite Impulse
Response (FIR) …lters, associated with Least Mean Squares
(LMS) adaptive algorithm, are the most implemented systems.
Recently, the Proportionate Normalized Least-Mean Squares
(PNLMS+ +) algorithm has been developed for e¢cient EC.

A. Echo Canceler Deployment

The conventional …ltering model of an echo cancellation is
given in Figure I-1. Here, an FIR …lter estimates at best the
echo signal fyg, by adapting its weights. The EC …lters the
far-end speech signal fxg by an echo path image f bwk (n)gN¡1n=0
to obtain an echo estimation fbyg.

byk =
N¡1X

n=0

bwk (n)xk¡n = bwTk xk (1)

where N denotes the coe¢cient order of the adaptive …lter and k
the sample iteration. Note that the bold terms, in the equation
(1) et seq., are vectors representation.

Figure I-1. Echo cancellation … lter deployment

Some kind of LMS algorithms has been developed for echo
cancellation as the standard stable Normalized-LMS (NLMS),
which is tradionally used in echo canceler implementation and
therefore serves as reference algorithm.
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The weigth update equation of NLMS algorithm is given by :

bwk+1 = bwk + ¹xk (dk ¡ byk)
xTk xk + ¯

= bwk + ¹ xkek
xTk xk + ¯

(2)

where the adaptation step ¹ 2 [0; 2], ¯ is a regularization factor
and fdg the near-end signal plus the echo fyg. Typically, ¹ is
about 0:1 and ¯ corresponds to the variance of the signal fxg.

Recently the Proportionate-NLMS (PNLMS) algorithm has
been developed for use in network echo cancelers [7]. This e¢-
cient adaptation achieves signi…cantly faster convergence than
the conventional NLMS algorithm:

bwk+1 = bwk + ¹ Gkxkek
xTkGkxk + ¯

(3)

Here, Gk = diag [gk (0) ; :::; gk (N -1)] is a diagonal matrix that
adjusts the step-size of the individual taps of the …lter :

gk (n) =
°k(n)

1
N

PN¡1
m=0 °k(m)

(4)

where °k(n) = max f½ºk; j bwk (n)jg, n 2 [0; N-1] and
ºk = max f±; j bwk (0)j ; :::; j bwk (N -1)jg. The terms ½ and ±, which
prevent worst updating, are typically chosen equal to 5

N and
10¡2 respectively.

B. Proportionate-NLMS++ Adaptation

More recently a variant adaptation, called PNLMS+ + , has
been proposed in [2] . This improved proportionate adaptive
algorithm for an e¢cient …ltering process solves the divergence
problem, when the impulse response is sparse or dispersive,
by alternating the update process each sample period between
NLMS and PNLMS algorithms (…gure I-2). For odd steps the
matrix Gk is calculed as above while for even steps it is cho-
sen to be the identity matrix Gk = IN¡1, which results in an
NLMS iteration.

Figure I-2 . E¢ cient proportionate adaptation

The adaptive PNLMS+ + …lter, which is less sensitive to a
sparse impulse response of echo paths, gives an e¢ciently
answer to the EC problem.

III. BLOCKS ADAPTIVE DIGITAL FILTERS

In this part, a PNLMS+ + adaptation, using block structure,
is de…ned [3]. Block adaptive …ltering involves the computation
of a block …lter output from a block of input signal samples.
The …lter coe¢cients are adjusted once per each output block.
Note that the previous LMS-type adaptation, which adjust pa-
rameters once per each signal sample, is in fact a special case
with a unitary block length.

The …ltering equation (1) is then written in matrix form as :

byk =

2
4

xkN ... x(k-1)N+1
... ... :::

xkN+L-1 ... x(k-1)N+L

3
5

2
4

bwk (0)
...

bwk (N-1)

3
5

byk =
£

bykN ... bykN+L-1
¤T = Xk bwk (5)

where Xk is a (NxL)-Toeplitz matrix. Note that the term k is
no longer the sample iteration but becomes the block index.

As the block-PNLMS+ + algorithm can be written with con-
volution computation from equations (2) (3) and (5), the block
algorithm can improve …lter implementation, using fast con-
volution method based on FFT techniques, in computing the
…lter outputs and in updating its weights, given respectively in
equations (6) (7) and (8).

byk = bwk ¤ xk (6)

bwk+1 = bwk + ¹
ek ¤ x¡k

xk ¤ x¡k + ¯
if k is even (7)

bwk+1 = bwk + ¹ ek ¤ (Gkx¡k)
xk ¤ (Gkx¡k) + ¯

if k is odd (8)

where bwTk = [ bwk (0) ::: bwk (N-1)] and xTk =
£
x(k-1)N+1 :::xkN+L-1

¤

are respectively N and (N+L-1)-dimensional vectors. Here, an
empirical value will be chosen for the parameter ¯. As the
operator ¤ denotes the linear convolution, the elements of each
L-dimensional vector ek = dk ¡ byk are de…ned as :

ekN+l = dkN+l ¡ bykN+l = dkN+l ¡
N¡1X

n=0

bwk (n)xkN+l¡n (9)

with l 2 [0; L]. Moreover, the denominators of both bwk+1 have
been rede…ned as a correlation computation. Thus, the ele-
ments of N-dimensional weights vectors are given by :

bwk+1 (n) = bwk (n) + ¹
PL¡1
l=0 ekN+lxkN+l¡n

¯ +
PL¡1
l=0 xkN+lxkN+l¡n

(10)

bwk+1 (n) = bwk (n) + ¹
PL¡1
l=0 ekN+lgk (n)xkN+l¡n

¯ +
PL¡1
l=0 xkN+lgk (n)xkN+l¡n

(11)

where n 2 [0; N ] and the elements gk of Gk are similarly ob-
tained as the PNLMS+ + algorithm in the previous part.

Analyses of convergence properties and computational com-
plexity show that the block adaptive …lter permits fast imple-
mentations while maintening good performances.

IV. NUMBER THEORETIC TRANSFORM

To compute the expressions of equations (6) (7) and (8), a
block …lter realization can incorporate fast convolution algo-
rithm using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Then, to de-
velop an adaptive …ltering process in …xed point arithmetic with
low computational complexity, we propose to replace all FFT
by an under-utilized Number Theoretic Transform (NTT).

A. De…nitions

Discrete transforms based on the number theoretic concept
have been developed for e¢cient and error-free computation
of …nite convolutions [5] . These transforms, called Number
Theoretic Transform, present the same form as a Discrete Fourier
Transform but are de…ned over …nite rings [6]. All arithmetics
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must be carried out modulo M , which may be equal to a prime
number or to a multiple of primes, since an NTT is de…ned over
the Galois Field GF (M). An NTT of a discrete time signal x
and its inverse are given respectively by :

X(k) =

*
N¡1X

n=0

x(n)®nk
+

M

(12)

x(n) =

*
N¡1

N¡1X

k=0

X(k)®¡nk
+

M

(13)

where n; k = 0; :::; N ¡ 1. The DFT N th root of the unit in
C, ej

2¦
N , is replaced by the N th root of the unit over GF (M)

represented by the generating term ®, which satis…es the equa-
lity


®N = 1

®
M where N is the length of the tranform and h:iM

denotes the modulo M operation.

Note that an NTT has similar properties to the DFT such
as the periodicity, symmetry or shift properties. Moreover, an
NTT admits the Cyclic Convolution Property [8] [9] :

U ¤ V = T¡1 fT (U) ² T (V )g (14)

where U and V represent both sequences to be convolued, T
and T¡1 are the forward and inverse NTT respectively. The
operator ² denotes the term by term multiplication.

B. Fermat Number Transform

The particular modulo equal to a Fermat number,
Ft = 22

t
+1 with t 2 N, involves the highly composite transform

lengths N and the basis ® can be equal to a power of 2, hence
allowing the replacement of multiplications by bit shifts. When
the parameters of a Fermat Number Transform (FNT) are cho-
sen judiciously, an FNT de…ned over GF (Ft) has several desi-
rable properties in carrying out convolutions and correlations
in comparison to the FFT.

For the parameters given in Table I, by N = 2t+1¡i and
® = 22

i
with i < t, multiplications in the FNT can be

realized with shifts and additions whereas complex multipli-
cations are required in the FFT. Also, an FNT computation
needs only on the order of N log2N basic operations such as
bit shifts and additions but no multiplication, while an FFT
requires about N log2N multiplications.

Table I : Possible Combinations of FNT Parameters
modulo possible N values for

t Ft ® = 2 ® = 4 ® =
p
2 ® = 4p2

2 2 4 +1 8 4 16
3 2 8 +1 16 8 32 64
4 2 1 6 +1 32 16 64 128
5 2 3 2 +1 64 32 128 256

Moreover, as a fast FNT-type computational structure si-
milar to the Fast Fourier Transform exists, available FFT VLSI
hardware structure for real-time implementation of the FNT
may be adopted. Some tests have shown that an FNT-based
convolution reduces the computation time by a factor of 3 to 5
compared to the FFT implementation [4].

V. NUM ERICAL RESULTS

Numerical simulations have been conducted to evaluate the
performances of the proposed FNT-based BPNLMS+ + adaptive

…ltering. The computational complexities of the Fermat Num-
ber Transform realization and the …xed-point Fast Fourier Trans-
form implementation are compared and the di¤erent adapta-
tions convergence is studied through MatLab simulations.

Figure V-1. Far-end speech signal

F igure V-2. Impulse response of the echo path

Throughout these experiments, input and output signals are
assumed to be real, the far-end signal fxg is 16 bit PCM coded
at a 8kHz sampling rate (…gure V-1). The impulse response of
the …lter W used in the simulations is given in …gure V-2.

A. Performance Comparisons

The NLMS, PNLMS and PNLMS+ + adaptative …lter algorithms,
with blockwise processing, are investigated in single talk si-
tuation where empirical values for the parameters are chosen
as ¯ = 102, ± = 1

N , ½ = 10¡2 and the step size ¹ = 0:8. The di-
mension of the computed block in …lter processing is taken with
N = L = 64. In the following Figure V-3, the performances of
three adaptations for echo cancellation are measured by means
of the …lter weight error convergence Nm :

Nm = 10 log10

µkw ¡ bwk2
kwk2

¶
(15)

where w and bw are respectively the real and the estimated im-
pulse response of the experimental echo channel.

Figure V-3. Adaptation normalized m isalignment

We can note that the BPNLMS+ + adaptation, represented
with bold plot, presents the faster adaptation convergence than
Block-NLMS (BNLMS) or Block-PNLMS (BPNLMS) algorithms
given with dotted and solid plots respectively. Moreover, it
maintains a good quality of signal and involves only a modest
increase in computational complexity.

B. FNT-Based Block Algorithm

As a realization of block adaptive …lters incorporates fast
convolution algorithms and appropriate sectioning of data, an
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implementation of BPNLMS+ + …lters using the FNT, instead of
the FFT, could be considered for real data [10]. As the FFT
and FNT realizations are basically equivalent, our FNT-based
block adaptive …ltering has been implemented with convolution
procedures using the FFT technique [5]. The only di¤erence in
the FNT computation comes from the use of …nite arithmetic
modulo a Fermat number Ft, which can be implemented using
conventional binary arithmetic.

However, as the …xed-point FFT of a b-bit real sequence
is computed with both real and imaginary parts of a b

2 -bit
complex word, the computational complexities and convergence
performances of the BPNLMS+ + …ltering realized by using b-bit
FNT will be hardware computationally comparable to those im-
plementing b2 -bit FFT. Then, a …lter weight evolution for a b-bit
FNT (bold plot) and a b2 -bit FFT (solid plot) implementations
are compared in Figure V-4, where the results are shown for the
word length b equal to 16 bits and the ‡oating-point FFT (dot-
ted plot) computation is given for reference of in…nite precision
arithmetic. In this test, all implementation types are simulated
using the same …lter parameters given in the previous part.

Figure V-4. Weight evolution of BPNLMS++ …lter
implementations

The weights evolution of the BPNLMS+ + using 16-bit FNT
are comparable to those using the ‡oating-point FFT, whereas
the performances of the 8-bits FFT-based realization will be not
always acceptable. However, careful attention has been paid in
our computer simulation to avoid over‡ows in arithmetic ope-
rations since they may cause serious performance degradations.

Figure V-5. Op erations required for BPNLM S++ … ltering

Although the recent processor DSP becomes more and more
powerful, the multiplications remain more complicated than
basic operations. Hence, the usual way to evaluate the di¤e-
rent procedures computational cost is to consider the number
of required multiplications. The computation gain being more
signi…cant for the …ltering process as the computational com-
plexity of various operations needed in implementing FFT or

FNT-based BPNLMS+ + …lterings is about the same when the
…ve convolutions are excluded, the overall computational ef-
…ciency of a realization is directly associated to the compu-
tational complexity of both di¤erent transforms. In Figure
V-5, the operation number, required for the convolutions of
the BPNLMS+ + …lter, is represented in dotted lines for simple
operations (additions, bit shifts) and in solid lines for multipli-
cations. The o and ¤ marker correspond respectively to FNT
and FFT-based realizations.

In summary, the convergence properties of the FFT-based
implementation degrade rapidly due to the …nite word length
e¤ects instead of FNT-based realization. Moreover, this lat-
ter implementation of the BPNLMS+ + …lter is computationally
more e¢cient due to the computational e¢ciency of the Fermat
Number Transform.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we brie‡y show the proportionate adaptation
and propose an algorithm class PNLMS+ + with block structure.
Here, our application is focused on acoustic echo cancellation
problem, however the algorithms are valid for other scenarios as
network echo cancellation where the double-talk should be con-
sidered [1]. Afterwards, a block adaptive …lter has been derived
to allow fast implementation while maintaining good perfor-
mances. A BPNLMS+ + …lter has been developed to involve less
computational complexity using fast convolution algorithms.

Moreover, an implementation using Fermat Number Trans-
forms, which improve and simplify the …xed-point convolution
procedures compared with FFT-based method, has allowed to
realize a BPNLMS+ + adaptive …ltering with a considerably re-
duced computation complexity. The convergence properties of
the FNT-based BPNLMS+ + …lter have been evaluated through
computer simulations. Note that the FNT implementation could
be bene…cial to other adaptation types in …lter processing.
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